


Get started with a trusted brand like BRNO
Let 40 years of combined experience in the cabinet industry work for
you!  BRNO is a trusted kitchen and bath cabinet manufacturer that is
ready to provide a full spectrum of products and services.

BRNO is committed to providing quality and value.
Our facility is state of the art and continues to innovate and discover
ways to increase value for it's growing family of customers.  Our
attention to detail allows the best outcomes for our quality standards.

FAST TURNAROUND TIMES

GREAT QUALITY, BETTER PRICE

5 FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY



***Please keep in mind that all products colors may vary on different displays, please visit us in store to see the accurate color

The BRNO Series

Lombardy Champaign Vitis Pearl White Eden Palish Aveline Hazelnut

BRNO Shaker Stonington BRNO Shaker Blue BRNO Shaker White BRNO Shaker Ebony



***Please keep in mind that all products colors may vary on different displays, please visit us in store to see the accurate color

The Multifamily Series
(available in full container quantities)

BRNO Shaker White BRNO Shaker Ebony
BOX A ONLY

BRNO Shaker Stonington BRNO Shaker Palish

The BRNO Series  (continued)

Pilson BrunetteAmbra  Stone GrayBRNO Shaker Palish



Our Box Options
BRNO provides two different box constructions that best fits your budgets while
still providing top qualities that satisfies our customers. Both Box A & B include:

 
Birch Wood Species

 
3/4" thick solid wood front frame

 
Finished exterior end panels

 
Natural interior

 
3/4" adjustable shelves

 
5-piece recessed panel drawer face

 
 

Box A Construction
(BRNO Series)

Plywood - layers of wood veneer glued
together, alternating the grain of the

wood for stability
3/4" thick solid fully overlay wood door

1/2" plywood box construction (Half
dovetailed into front frame)

Soft-close fully concealed hinges
5/8" dovetail wood drawer box

Under mount full extesion soft-close
drawer glides

 

 

Box B Construction
(Multifamily Series - Full Containers)

Particle Board - wood fibers glued
and pressed together, sometimes

using a mold
3/4" thick solid fully overlay MDF door
1/2" particle board box construction

(half dovetailed into front frame)
Soft-close six way adjustable hinges

5/8" particle board drawer box
Side Mount white epoxy 

drawer glides



6194 W AIRPORT RD. GREENFIELD, IN 46140
p 463-426-7700     f 463-426-7703
INFO@BRNOCABINETRY.COM
WWW.BRNOCABINETRY.COM


